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+3000As opposed to the seven dwarfs who helped Walt Disney make a huge movie about a

handsome prince, there's something decidedly less fairy tale-like about the thousands of people
who help build each Google update. According to a newly published report from the Institute for
the Future, as Google scales up, the company will be led by a small group of "Titans" in charge of

some of its most important operations. The report, titled "Social Animal," calls out Google for
not realizing that its production of corporate products can be as emotional as an individual's

experience working on a soap opera. But Google is still a relatively young company, despite its
dominance of the web. The report anticipates that the company will still be changing, growing,

and evolving -- not unlike the people working within it. At the same time, the report reflects how
emotional an experience a work environment can be. A few key takeaways: Doing nothing is
costly. Working at Google doesn't make you happy, and that's not a great incentive to keep on

working. When you consider that all of Google's work to change the world comes from a single
building, it's easy to understand why Googlers have all of these great ideas. "Creating change is
like running a marathon, and a marathon is both exhausting and exhilarating," the report reads.

"Continually coming up with new ideas and delivering on them is frustrating but essential.
Impatience and exhaustion drive a tension between excitement and frustration, high performance

and self-care." If Google doesn't run with those ideals, it could fail. At one point, Google's
phones failed in its first attempts at creating an iOS replacement. But Googlers stuck with the

project, and it became the Google Now, one of Google's most successful software products. The
report also highlights how Google employees take a lot of pride in their company's research. Its

award-winning self-driving cars are driven by a team of engineers, and Google Life Sciences still
has some major projects in its future, such as developing a way for Google's servers to talk to

humans. Embrace your emotions, and they'll 595f342e71
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